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Ryan Stramrood
One of our
#ManCrushMonday boys, we
had to find out what makes
this record-breaking Ultra
Extreme Open Water and Ice
Swimming champion tick…

Why are
swimmers the
best lovers?

Swimmers dive. And
swimming is great for
core strength and core
strength is great for
long loving.
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Where do you
take a woman
when you want
to impress her?

To our family farm
on the Breede River
– jump onto my boat
with a picnic and
bubbly and cruise up
river to where there is not another
living soul and... Yes, right there!

> Make-up
or natural?
Natural and
subtle make-up.

What’s the sexiest thing
a woman has ever done to you?
Hmm... I’ll spare the details, but it
involved an open-air bath, bubbles,
a strange hand-held shower thingy
and deep belly laughs.

Where would we
find you hanging
out on the
weekends?

It has to be near water.
Not necessarily in it
or on it, but I must be
able to see it. So Café
Caprice in Cape Town
sees quite a bit of me.
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> Death-row meal?
Pork belly,
crackling and
mash. Drool!

What’s on your
workout playlist?

My workouts are in the pool or
the ocean. Swimming can be
very solitary, facing downwards
into the deep. I like to embrace
that, to harness my own
headspace and to understand
the pain of my exhaustion
– so no playlist for me.
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> What’s on your
bedside table?
Things that
need to charge
– GoPro, Garmin,
iPhone, MacBook
and Apple
watch… And
two empty
coffee mugs.
> What’s always
in your gym bag?
Four Speedos
– I rotate.

Follow Ryan on twitter: @strammie and
Instagram: @ryanstramrood and check
out his full bio at RyanStramrood.com
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Fast Talk
> Dress or jeans
on a woman?
Love a well-fitted
pair of jeans, but
a dress can be
ridiculously
sexy too.

